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WRAS is a Student Organization.
WRAS is a Student Organization Funded by Mandatory Student Activity Fees.
WRAS is a Student Organization Funded Through Fees and Has a Budget
Controlled by Specific Policy.
Implementation of The Intergovernmental Radio Agreement directly impacts the
operational mission of WRASAlbum 88.
Prior to Implementation and During the Process of Implementing The
Intergovernmental Radio Agreement (“The Agreement”) between GSU and GPB the
GSU Administration Repurposed Fees in Support of The Agreement.
The Administration Circumvented Policies Controlling the Apportioning of Fees
and In Doing So, Violated the SAFC Counsel and Advice Process in the Usage of
Student Fees Expended for the Execution of The Agreement.
At No Point During the Creation or Execution of the Agreement Did the
Administration Approach the CSC or WRAS Management to Consult Them on
Mitigating Financial Risk From FCC Fines.
Documentation of The Grievance

1.1 WRAS is a Student Organization.
WRAS, Album 88 (“WRASAlbum 88”) a student organization (“SO”) run by students of
Georgia State University (“GSU”), is open to any student who wishes to participate and serves as a
terrestrial radio station for students and the surrounding Atlanta community. The students of
WRASAlbum 88 have been responsible for programming and operating the terrestrial FM station
WRAS 88.5 FM (“WRASFM”) Atlanta since its founding 44 years ago. This organization
represents a media entity and is a SO with a seat on the Council on Student Communications
(“CSC”). Members of the CSC board, 
The Signal
,
New South
, WRASAlbum 88, and Georgia State
Television (“GSTV”) are governed by the CSC bylaws as the student media organizations.1 The
position on the CSC board establishes that WRASAlbum 88 is a student organization.

1.2 WRAS is a Student Organization Funded by Mandatory Student Activity Fees.
As a member of the CSC and a student media organization,WRASAlbum 88 is responsible
for overseeing and administering the appropriation of funds to student media organization (“SMO”)
WRASAlbum 88, making it eligible to receive funds apportioned by the Student Activity Fee
Committee (“SAFC”) for media. WRASAlbum 88 is an SMO and is therefore eligible for receipt of
1

Council on Student Communications ByLaws section II
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mandatory student activity fees (“fees”) in compliance with SAFC governing documents and the
Board of Regents Policy Manual (“BoR Policy Manual”).

1.3 WRAS is a Student Organization Funded Through Fees and Has a Budget
Controlled by Specific Policy.
According to GSU and Board of Regents policies and procedures, WRASAlbum 88 is an
established SO and SMO. The policies for the governance and oversight of fees are well
1
documented in governing documents for the CSC
, the University 2 and the Board of Regents3 .
Policy clearly establishes that SO and SMO funding and the repurposing of funds intended for a
specific SO are subject to an advisory process overseen by the SAFC and its subordinate fee
committees.

1.4 Implementation of The Intergovernmental Radio Agreement directly impacts the
operational mission of WRASAlbum 88.
In May 2014 GSU announced through a press release a partnership between itself and
Georgia Public Broadcasting (“GPB”). This agreement would provide GPB with 14 hours a day of
broadcast time on the terrestrial WRASFM signal for which GSU is the license holder. This license
has been utilized by GSU through the student organization WRASAlbum 88 for the past 44 years
with equipment and fees for the operation of the station paid for through the expenditure of student
activity fee money.
This agreement was made behind closed doors with no input from any of the oversight
committees that oversee either student communications, the Council on Student Communications or
the committees that make up the SAFC. This deal was struck in order to provide GPB with access to
the Atlanta regional radio market with the express interest of fundraising for GPB on the terrestrial
broadcast signal. The Agreement creates a new mission for WRASAlbum 88 and the students of
WRASAlbum 88 were in no way informed or given an opportunity to comment on this change in
mission and the redirection of fees that would follow. When implemented, student fees and facilities
originally allocated for WRASAlbum 88 were used to purchase equipment, pay for employee time
along with other expenses for the support of GPB. The mission of WRASAlbum 88 for the past 44
years at no time has included support of the fundraising or broadcast of GPB, or any other third
party, nor has at any point in time the mission been to provide material for broadcast on GPB, or
any other third party. GSU administrators have simply altered the mission of this student
organization without any input from those students affected or the CSC and spent funds intended
for support of WRASAlbum 88 in a way that is inconsistent with the established mission of
providing a terrestrial radio station operated and programed by students that has been in place for
the past 44 years.

2
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1.5 Prior to Implementation and During the Process of Implementing The
Intergovernmental Radio Agreement (“The Agreement”) between GSU and GPB, the
GSU Administration Repurposed Fees in Support of The Agreement.
Since 2013, the Administration of GSU has been using fees allocated for the operation of
WRASAlbum 88, an established SO, in support of The Agreement. Without SAFC approval or
knowledge, fees have been used for the purchase of a new transmitter, other engineering purchases,
employee hours for the station engineer, and numerous other costs. The expenditure of these funds
in this manner represents a significant change in the purpose of student activity funds from
supporting the terrestrial student broadcast to supporting the broadcast of a private statewide
government broadcaster, Georgia Public Broadcasting.

1.6 The Administration Circumvented Policies Controlling the Apportioning of Fees
and In Doing So, Violated the SAFC Counsel and Advice Process in the Usage of
Student Fees Expended for the Execution of The Agreement.
Many of the control and oversight policies involving student fees were violated by the
administrators of GSU. The Administration of GSU engaged in withholding information from the
SAFC and CSC, in the CSC’s role as the Media Fee Committee (“MFC”), that is critical to each
committee’s ability to serve in the oversight and advisory role that is required by the policies and
procedures governing the handling of student activity fees. The policies that govern these processes
are very clearly established in the Board of Regents Policy Manual (“BoR Policy Manual”) in
section 7.3, specifically 7.3.2.1, the Board of Regents Business and Procedures Manual (“BoR
Business Manual”) section 24.2 and 24.3, GSU Student Activity Fee Guidelines revised 2012
(“2012 SAFG”) sections II and IV, and CSC bylaws I, II and V.
This violation of policy and process clearly compromised the ability of the SAFC and the
CSC to execute their adviceandcounsel role and make recommendations to the Administration on
the proper allocation and purposing of fees for WRASAlbum 88. Because the Administration of
GSU did not reveal that these funds would be diverted toward The Agreement, the SAFC and CSC
raised no concerns or questions about the allocation of fees for WRASAlbum 88. It is clear from
the behavior and communications of the administrators involved in implementing The Agreement
that this withholding of information from the SAFC and the CSC was undertaken in order to
influence the recommendation of the SAFC in the approval of fees4 . The actions of the
Administration appear to intentionally circumvent this welldefined process, and this lack of
transparency and violation of protocol represents a serious breach of trust between students and the
GSU Administration.
Furthermore, by allocating student fees for the support of The Agreement, the GSU
Administration has implicitly encumbered student fees to pay potential Federal Communications
Commission (“FCC”) fines resulting from the implementation of The Agreement in that the
4

Addendum I item 2: EMail from Mr. Jeff Walker to Dr. Douglas Covey on concerns about the agreement and on
funding the WRASFM transmitter purchase for GPB, January 2013
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Administration has assigned the fees allocated to WRASAlbum 88 for the support of GPB
broadcasts on WRASFM. This has exposed the University, as the FCC license holder, to significant
fiscal liabilities which, based on the student fee structure, it is reasonable to expect would be met
through payment of student fees.

1.7 At No Point During the Creation or Execution of the Agreement Did the
Administration Approach the CSC or WRAS Management to Consult Them on
Mitigating Financial Risk From FCC Fines.
The bylaws that govern the CSC state that “The CSC endorses and supports the authority of
each media head to set and enforce operational policies5 ”. Additionally, the CSC has a
responsibility to ensure that WRASAlbum 88 operational policy is in accordance with FCC
regulation 6 . This implies that it is the role of the CSC to ensure that the operational policies adopted
by any party operating WRASFM are compliant with FCC regulation.
GPB has found itself outside of FCC compliance several times since having come on air in
June 2014. For example, GPB had multiple instances of going off air for hours at a time in July
through August 2014. Additionally, WRASFM (GSU) was issued a warning by the FCC in August
2014 due to GPB’s failure to comply with hourly station identification regulations. The Agreement
exposes the university to FCC penalties should GPB fail to remain in compliance with FCC
directives governing how broadcast outlets must operate. As noted in Section 1.6, these instances of
noncompliance place GSU at financial risk and, based on the policies governing student fees,
place student activity fees at risk. The Administration’s failure to involve the counsel of the
WRASAlbum 88 General Manager while setting operational policy for the station endangers the
good standing of the station and places student fees at risk without input from students on how they
may be best protected. The GSU administration has provided no policy, process directives, or
manuals to WRASAlbum 88 management about expectations of GPB broadcast during the day to
ensure FCC compliance and broadcast professionalism or what students of WRASAlbum 88
should do should GPB be found violating FCC policy. GPB has been allowed to use WRASFM
airwaves for their own broadcast content without consultation or oversight by the broadcast holder
(GSU) or students providing funding for tower and equipment, on which GPB is broadcasting.

1.8 Documentation of the Grievance
Contained in this document is significant documentation of GSU administrators
circumventing or ignoring policies set in place to protect mandatory student fees from
misappropriation. Section 2 will outline all relevant policies and provide some context for the way
that we the appealing party understand these policies to be in effect. Section 3 provides specific
5
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violations and demonstrates how these policies were violated. Section 4 gives an overview of the
damages caused by The Agreement to WRASAlbum 88 students and the student body of GSU in
general with section 5 providing specific requests for redress. Additional addendums have been
provided when necessary to include specific documentation. These claims show a blatant disregard
or a complete lack of understanding by high ranking members of the GSU administration for the
role of the SAFC and the policies and proper procedures of the Georgia Board of Regents and
importance of oversight of student mandatory fee money. This behavior is unethical and violates
many policies put in place by the Board of Regents (“BoR”) and the University itself in order to
protect these funds and the students who pay and benefit from them from this kind of unregulated
unilateral of behavior.
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2.

Review and Interpretation of Applicable Policies
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
2.5.

BoR Policy Manual Section 7.3.2.1
BoR Business Procedures Manual 24.2
BoR Business Procedures Manual 24.3.1
Council on Student Communications (CSC) By Laws Section I, II, and V
2012 Student Activity Fee Guidelines (SAFG) Sections II,III, and IV

2.1 Board of Regents Policy Manual Section 7.3.2.1 Mandatory Student Fees
2.1.1 Verbatim Policy
Mandatory student fees are defined as fees that are paid by all students
as required by the Board of Regents or as required by the institution
subject to approval by the Board of Regents. When there is a change in
the purpose of the mandatory fee, it shall be subject to approval by the
Board of Regents (BoR Minutes May 2010).
Mandatory fees shall include, but not be limited to:
1. Intercollegiate athletic fees;
2. Student health service fees;
3. Transportation or parking fees (if the latter are charged to all
students);
4. Student activity fees
;
5. Technology fees; and
6. Facility fees. (BoR Minutes, January 2010)
All mandatory fees shall be approved by the Board of Regents at its
meeting in April to become effective the following fall semester
.
Exceptions to this requirement may be granted upon recommendation of
the Chancellor and the approval of the Board of Regents.
An institution may waive mandatory fees for students who are enrolled
for fewer than six (6) credit hours. Alternatively, institutions may
prorate mandatory fees on a percredithour basis for students taking
fewer than twelve (12) credit hours. Institutions may elect to reduce
Boardapproved mandatory fees for students enrolled in summer
courses.
Proposals submitted by an institution to increase mandatory student
fees, proposals to create new mandatory student fees, or a change in
the purpose of a mandatory fee, shall first be presented for advice
7

and counsel to a committee at each institution composed of at least
fifty percent (50%) students
, except in special circumstances when a
general purpose fee is instituted systemwide by the Board of Regents
(BoR Minutes, June 2009, revised May 2010). The committee shall
include at least four students, who shall be appointed by the institution’s
student government association. Institutions and student government
associations should make a concerted effort to include broad
representation among the students appointed to the committee (BoR
Minutes, January 2010).
All mandatory student fees collected by an institution shall be budgeted
and administered by the president using proper administrative
procedures, 
which shall include the advice and counsel of an
advisory committee composed at least fifty percent (50%) students
,
except in special circumstances when a general purpose fee is instituted
systemwide by the Board of Regents (BoR Minutes, June 2009). 
The
committee shall include at least four students, who shall be
appointed by the institution’s student government association
.
Institutions and student government associations should make a
concerted effort to include broad representation among the students
appointed to the committee (BoR Minutes, January 2010).
Mandatory student fees shall be used exclusively to support the
institution’s mission to enrich the educational, institutional, and
cultural experience of students (BoR Minutes, January 2010).
All
payments from funds supported by student mandatory fees shall be
made according to approved business procedures and the appropriate
business practices of the institution (BoR Minutes, 19992000, p. 364).

2.1.2 Interpretation of BoR Policy Manual 7.3.2.1
This policy states that the university may collect mandatory fees from students enrolled at
the institution and outlines the guidelines under which these may be collected. This policy clearly
lays out the guidelines for increasing or changing the purpose of a mandatory fee. These fees are to
be used exclusively to support the institution’s mission and to enrich the student experience. Should
the administration seek to increase or change a mandatory fee the university must present the fee
for advice and counsel to a committee that is comprised of 50% students. This advice must be taken
into consideration by the president when administering the fees.
If fees are to be repurposed then the institution must seek the advice of a majority student
committee before proceeding. Since the WRASAlbum 88 engineering for operation of WRASFM
budget is funded through student fees that were reallocated from terrestrial, studentrun
8

broadcasting education at GSU to terrestrial broadcasting from an external, staterun corporation
(GPB), the Administration violated this procedure governing reallocation of mandatory student
fees.

2.2 Board of Regents Business Procedures Manual 24.2 Budgeting of Fees
2.2.1 Verbatim Policy
Institutional budgeting is covered in Section 8 of the Business Procedures
Manual (BPM). Budgeting for mandatory and elective student fees is
specifically addressed in Section 8.3 of the BPM. 
For mandatory fees
(excluding the special institutional fee), an advisory committee as
described in BoR Policy 7.3.2.1 should review the annual budget and
make recommendations to the institution president regarding the
adoption of the budget. It is recommended that any significant midyear
amendments or changes to the budget that are associated with activities
not included in the original purpose of the fee be shared with the
advisory committee.
The financial information presented to the advisory committee (for both
the original budget and any amendments) should include the beginning
fund balance amount (less committed reserves) and 
projected current
year revenue and disbursements.
When reviewing budgets, it is not the advisory committee’s responsibility
to determine the salary amount for any position, however, total salaries
and the positions funded should be disclosed on the budget reports
presented to the advisory committee. It is acceptable to present these
amounts combined on one line for salary and benefits with a disclosure
indicating the positions.
In general, the Board will approve the total budget at an overall summary
level in accordance with state budgetary laws and regulations. Student fees
are generally included in one of three revenue categories: other general,
auxiliary, or student activities, depending on the nature of the fee. The
specific expenditures, (e.g. travel, salaries, training) included in the
approved budget are recommendations to the 
President who has
discretion in spending the funds as long as the expenditures are used for
the intended purpose of the fees.
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2.2.2 Interpretation
This policy again lays out the requirement for and the role of an advisory committee that
must review and provide counsel to the president in making policy decisions. This committee,
which is formed in a manner consistent with BoR Policy Manual 7.3.2.1, must be given the
opportunity to review projected budgets and disbursements. This is to ensure that student funds are
being issued in a manner that is consistent with the intended purpose of the funds. The SAFC and
its subordinate committees provide the president with advice on how to properly allocate these
funds; the president then has discretion in how those funds are spent, so long as that use is
consistent with the original intended purpose of those fees. Thus fees allocated for organization A
cannot go to support fees allocated for organization B, unless both A and B are overlapping
entities. Funds were intended for WRASAlbum 88, but the Agreement repurposes the funds to
support the development of interests in the Department of Communications. The Agreement
provides for time on a television channel owned by GPB, but the control of this channel is not left
in the control of WRASAlbum 88. Therefore, these funds have not been used in accordance with
this policy.

2.3 Board of Regents Business Procedures Manual 24.3.1 Mandatory Student Fees
2.3.1 Verbatim Policy
Student activity fees, Technology fees, and the Special Institutional Fee
are the three basic mandatory fees charged by all “teaching” institutions.
The BoR Central Office and the Skidaway Institute of Oceanography do
not charge student fees.
Other student service related mandatory fees charged by most institutions
include health fees, athletic fees and transportation fees. Many institutions
also charge facility fees which are used to support rental/lease payments
on Public Private Venture (PPV) projects. In the event that any such fee is
elective rather than mandatory, the process in Section 24.2 related to
mandatory fees shall not apply.
Institutions should refer to Section 7.3.4.2 of the BoR Policy Manual for
guidance on waivers of mandatory fees.

Student Activity Fees
Student activity fees are collected for the purpose of supporting programs
and services affecting all aspects of student life. 
Correspondingly, the
expenditure of these fees should be student centered with the students
being the primary participants or beneficiaries.
10

As with all institutional funds, USG policies and procedures must be
considered when expenditures are made from student activity funds.
Budgets allocated to student organizations and expended under the
authority of the student group represent a
shared
responsibility between
institutional officers, the respective student group and the student fee
committee. Thus, it is the responsibility of these groups to ensure that
expenditures made are an appropriate use of student activity funds in line
with applicable USG policies and procedures.
Student activity fee revenues may be used to support a broad spectrum of
student related services, most commonly in the areas of social and
entertainment activities, intramural sports, student publications, and
student government associations. While it is not the intent of this section to
provide an exhaustive list of USG rules and regulations for expenditures,
the following guidance is provided on expenditures of student activity
fees.
If a specific Public Private Venture project is funded with a student
activity fee, those fees should be designated to support project costs,
such as lease payments and expenses for project operations
. See section
on Facility Fees below.
Appropriate expenditures of Student Activity fees would include:
● Hiring and paying travel for performers Meals and travel
expenses are subject to perdiem and nonemployee travel
regulations (Section 19.9). If all costs of performing group,
including travel expenses, are included as part of a lumpsum
contract, travel regulations would not apply.
● Consultant expenses
● Prizes/awards from rafflesParticipation in raffle must be available
to all students. Raffles/lotteries may be lawfully conducted without
a license if participants are allowed to enter at no cost. For these
events, individual prizes must be de minimis in value (not to
exceed $100). If licenses are obtained and raffle tickets are sold,
gifts are limited to funds collected in raffle.
● Food and refreshments for student group eventsAppropriate if
event is open to all students within specific identifiable group.
● Promotional ItemsAssociated with promotional events for
students, such as student recruitment. Acceptable items would be
Tshirts, mugs, plaques, click drives, etc. Individual value should
not exceed $ 50. Cash awards are strongly discouraged. The
institution may be subject to additional prohibitions on
promotional items resulting from athletic conference regulations.
● Performance Based AwardsConsidered acceptable if student has
provided some service and/or performed some function to receive
11

award (e.g., writing contests, dance contests, and various student
skills competitions). Award amounts may vary based on value of
service/performance, not to exceed $ 500.
● Staff salaries and benefitsAppropriate if included in budget as
reviewed by student fee advisory committee.
● Employee travel (including student employees)Appropriate, but
subject to State travel regulations (Section 4). For student
employees, the institution will have to determine if student
employee travel is related to whether the student in question is
traveling as a student or an employee to determine which section
of travel regulations apply.
● Event costsAppropriate to stage events (e.g., decorating event
area, printing programs, advertising).
● Furniture, fixtures, equipment
● Lease payments for Public Private Ventures if fee was assessed to
fund service “rental” payments. See section on Facility fees.
● Other operating costsNormal supply, maintenance and utility
costs.
Student Activity fees should not be expended on the following:
● DonationsExcept where proceeds of fundraiser go directly for
that purpose.
● Scholarships Prohibited unless based on some performance
measure or service requirement. Performance measures would
require some academic or student activity skill to be displayed
(e.g., athletics, music, literary, math, etc.). Simply being an
enrolled student would not qualify as a performance measure.
● TipsUnless covered by State travel guidelines or service contract.
● Faculty salaries and benefitsStudent activity fees should not be
used to directly fund instructional costs of credit hour courses.
● Intercollegiate Athletic program costsNormally these costs should
be paid from Athletic fees. Possible exceptions could be for
support groups, such as dance teams, club sports or cheerleaders,
if included in the budget as reviewed by the student fee advisory
committee.
● Student employee recognition luncheons/mealsNot allowable if
provided for an individual or a specific group. Student employees
may receive food if partaking in an event open to all students and
student employees are at function as a “student”. See bullet item 4
under Allowable Uses.
● Prospective Student travelNot allowable unless certain conditions
are met as outlined in Section 19.9.
● Alcoholic beverages or any illegal substances.
12

● Individual or club memberships in civic organizations
● Political campaigns or events

2.3.2 Interpretation
This policy clearly lays out the usage of funds. It indicates that there is an explicit shared
responsibility for budgets that are directed for student organizations and that these funds must be
used to the benefit of the group for which they are intended. Additionally this policy lays out how
public/private ventures are to be entered into where student organizations are involved and how
funds generated in this way are to be handled.
Many of the items necessary to implement the Agreement do not include students as
“primary beneficiaries”. Examples are purchase construction, maintenance of a studio tie line, GPB
airtime on the WRASFM transmitter, and costs related to the time of station engineer Mr. Tom
Taylor’s role in the implementation. Use of funds in this manner shows a lack of consideration or
understanding and a clear violation of this policy.

2.4 Council on Student Communications (CSC) By Laws Section I, II, and V
2.4.1 Verbatim Policy
II. Student Media
Student media
include: Georgia State Television (GSTV), 
New South
,
The
Signal
,
a nd WRASAlbum 88
.

III. Membership of the CSC
A. Members of the CSC are appointed by the Director of the
Student Center. Appointments are made annually in May for a
term of one year. Members may be appointed for unlimited
successive terms.
B. The Vice President of Student Affairs appoints the Chair of the
Committee, the Director of the Student Center. The Chair is
appointed at the same time annually as the rest of the committee
and serves a one year term. The Chair may be reappointed for
unlimited successive terms.
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C. The membership of the CSC is comprised of: the following
twelve members:
1. Managing Director, GSTV
2. EditorinChief, New South
3. EditorinChief, The Signal
4. 
General Manager, WRASAlbum 88
5. Faculty Member, Department of Communication
6. Faculty Member, atlarge
7. Graduate Student, Department of Communication
8. Undergraduate Student, Department of
Communication
9. Student atlarge10. Student atlarge
11. Assistant Director for Student Media
12. Unit Supervisor for Media, Division of Student
Affairs
The Vice President of Student Affairs, a Staff member from the
Department of University Relations and the Associate/Assistant
Legal Advisor from the Office of Legal Affairs serve as standing
exofficio members as deemed necessary from the ranks of
faculty, alumni or students.

V. Policies
A. Authority
1. The CSC is authorized by the Vice President of Student
Affairs to review operations and advise all campus media.
In that capacity, the Committee as a whole or individual
committee members may be called on to work directly with
student media heads regarding operating guidelines for
each media organization.
2. 
The CSC is authorized by the Vice President of
Student Affairs to approve and allocate budgets for each
media organization.
3. 
The CSC endorses and supports the authority of each
media head to set and enforce operational policies,
editorial policies and procedures for the disbursement of
allocated funds for each particular media.organization.
The CSC reserves the right to review and make
recommendations regarding said policies.
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4. The CSC fully subscribes to the tenets set forth in the US
Constitution and the Bill of Rights with regard to freedom
of speech and freedom of the press. While the CSC may be
a forum for the discussion of issues relating to news and
editorial content of student media
organizations, the Committee neither seeks to recommend
or advise media organizations regarding the content of
published or broadcast material.
5. 
WRASAlbum 88 is additionally governed by the laws
of the Federal Communications Commission. As a
matter of policy, the CSC upholds FCC regulations.
B. Appointment of Media Editors, Directors, General Managers
and Staff
The CSC is authorized to seek applicants for and recommend the
appointment of the General Manager, WRASAlbum 88 by the
Dean of Students. All members of the CSC may participate in the
interviewing of applicants and selection of a candidate to
recommend for the position. For all other media organizations, the
CSC is authorized to seek applicants for and to make final
decisions concerning the appointment of Media Heads. For all
media groups except WRASAlbum 88, only Student members of
CSC may actively interview, deliberate and vote on what
candidates should be appointed as Media Heads. University Staff
and Faculty members of CSC may, however, participate in
preinterview activities such as formulating standard interview
questions and procedures. As a matter of policy, the CSC may give
preference to applicants to these positions who have prior
experience with the student media organization that they seek to
manage. Once appointed, Media Heads select their respective staff
members with no need for approval from the CSC. If an incumbent
is applying for a consecutive term in his/her position, then s/he
may not be present during the interviews of his/her competitors
nor may s/he vote on the appointment of the involved Media Head
position.
C. Sanction of Media Editors, Directors, General Managers and
Staff
All media editors, general managers and staff are required to
comply with the laws, rules and regulations of the United States,
15

State of Georgia, the Board of Regents of the University System of
Georgia and Georgia State University. Violations of said laws,
rules and regulations are prohibited and will subject the violator to
sanctions which may include, but are not limited to, removal from
the position of media head or staff member. See Georgia State
University Student Code of Conduct
(
h ttp://codeofconduct.gsu.edu/
).
1. The CSC is authorized by the Vice President of Student
Affairs to hear and resolve grievances and disputes except
for:
 Grievances and disputes concerning sanctions
imposed in accordance with Paragraph V. C.
 or the appointment of the General Manager of
WRAS.
 All matters that are governed by the Student Code
of Conduct (http://codeofconduct.gsu.edu/). All
such grievances, disputes or references are
immediately referred to the office of the Dean of
Students. A reasonable effort to resolve the
grievance or dispute must first be made with the
Media Head of the involved media group and if the
dispute is not resolved at that level, the with the
advisor of the respective media organization. If
there is no satisfactory resolution of the grievance
or dispute with the Media Head or the advisor, then
a request may be made to the Chairperson of the
CSC to convene a hearing on the matter. This
request must be in writing, must specifically
describe the nature of the grievance or dispute,
must be signed by the individual or organizational
representative bring the grievance or dispute, and
must be made within thirty (30) days of the
incident out of which the grievance or dispute
arises. A hearing by the CSC is not a matter of
right, but it is within the sole discretion of the CSC.
Thus, without granting a hearing, the CSC may, in
its discretion, recommend
that the decision of the media head and advisor be upheld.
If a hearing is held by the CSC, a quorum of all voting
Committee members, both student and faculty/staff alike,
must be present of those CSC members eligible to
participate in the hearing. Following the hearing, the CSC
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will forward a recommendation for final determination on
the matter by the Vice President of Student Affairs. The
Vice President of Student Affairs shall not be present nor
vote during the CSC's hearing or review of grievances and
disputes.
2. A member of the CSC who is a media head shall not
participate in the process regarding a grievance or dispute
related to his/her respective media organization including,
but not limited, to the decision to hold a hearing and voting
on any recommendations. However, the media head may,
as stated above, initially attempt to resolve the grievance or
dispute in conjunction with the respective Media advisor,
may subsequently attempt to resolve the grievance or
dispute at the direction of the CSC, and may respond to
CSC inquires for information regarding the alleged
grievance or dispute.
3. The CSC endorses the role of mediation as a first effort
to resolve grievances and disputes between individuals
concerning student media related matters.

2.4.2 Interpretations
Sections II and III define membership of the CSC. This board is the official institutional
body that oversees the operation and budgeting of student media organizations as laid out in
section V. While the CSC has several other roles, such as conflict resolution, the oversight of
budget and operation are the two most important roles and are very clearly defined. This group is
responsible for reporting to the SAFC its findings concerning the budget for various media
organizations. This policy was violated in bypassing the CSC’s authority to oversee the allocation
and purpose of funds intended for the use of student media organizations, specifically
WRASAlbum 88.
This council is also responsible for oversight of the operation of each of these
organizations. While the council is responsible, it defers the decision making process and
establishment of operational authority to the senior most management position at each organization,
in the case of WRASAlbum 88 the General Manager. This person, along with the CSC, is
responsible for ensuring that the station is operated in a way that is consistent with FCC policy. This
group and its administrative partners are responsible for creating policy that ensures the station
remains in FCC compliance. In bypassing the CSC’s responsibility to ensure FCC compliance the
administration has left the station, the institution, and student mandatory fees vulnerable to FCC
fines. This also endangers the ability of GSU or the BoR to maintain the license in good standing
with the FCC.
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2.5 Student Activity Fee Guidelines (SAFG) Revised, 2012 Sections II, and IV
2.5.1 Verbatim Policy
II. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE
COMMITTEE
The charge of the Student Activity Fee Committee is as follows:
● To make recommendations to the Dean of Students regarding
the allocation of student activity fee funds fairly to all eligible
chartered student organizations , and support offices that
create, enhance and promote student life
a t Georgia State

University.
● Develop, implement and enforce policies that ensure compliance
with applicable university, Board of Regents
, state and federal
laws.
● To review stipends for student leaders at least every three years
and make recommendations regarding the pay scale in force at that
time.
● As directed by the Dean of Students, 
review and make
recommendations to the Dean of Students regarding allegations
of fee misappropriation
by various groups receiving SA funds;
make recommendations to the Vice President for Student
Affairs(with Dean of Students oversight) for fair disciplinary
actions of those groups violating SA Fee policies as written in the
SA Fee Guide.
● Make recommendations to the Dean of Students regarding
proposals to: 1) increase the student activity fee or, 
2 ) make a
substantive change in purpose of the Student Activity Fee.
(Board of Regents Policy Manual Section 7.3.2.1. Mandatory
Student Fees)
. The Student Activity Fee Committee is responsible
for holding at least two campuswide open hearings on the
proposed fee increase in order to accumulate student feedback.
Upon completion of the hearings, the Student Activity Fee
Committee shall make a formal recommendation to the Student
Mandatory Fee Committee, who will review the request and
forward to the Fiscal Advisory Committee to the President (FACP).
Upon review, FACP will forward their recommendation to the
president for final action.
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● Administers the general Contingency account through the Dean of
Students Office.

IV. ALLOCATION PROCESS & FUNDING CRITERIA OF THE
STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE COMMITTEE FEE ALLOCATION
PROCESS & FEE COUNCIL/COLLEGE RESPONSIBILITIES
** 
The Student Activity Fee Committee allocates lump sums to fee
councils
and colleges. 
The Fee Councils, which include
Arts, Diversity,
Media
, SGA, Student Bar Association, International Student Association
Council (ISAC), Academic Team Council, Honors College,
UniversityWide, and Sustainability Initiatives Fee Council, 
must have a
student majority membership
. The Student Activity Fee Committee shall
serve as the UniversityWide Fee Council and the Sustainability Initiatives
Fee Council. 
Fee councils report to the Student Activity Fee Committee.
** Colleges receive lump sum allocations based on percentage of
enrollment of majors in the preceding Fall semester. Each college
receiving funds shall have a student majority committee
equivalent to the Fee Councils to allocate their funds.
** The Student Activity Fee Committee provides some general procedural
and philosophical guidelines to the Fee Councils and colleges, however
the 
Fee Councils and colleges will have
wide latitude in their allocation decisionmaking.
It is expected that these
fee councils will hold budgetary hearings during Spring Semester.
** The Fee Councils and colleges shall attend a joint training session with
the Student Activity Fee Committee prior to the annual budget hearing
process. Fee Councils and colleges will be briefed on Student Activity Fee
Committee regulations and university accounting measures. Each council
will be required to develop a goal statement and establish meeting
protocols. Fee councils are to submit copies of any allocation
determinations to the Student Activity Fee Committee within one week of
their previous meeting.
** Fee Councils and colleges must notify the requestors of their
allocations within one week of making their decisions. Organizations may
appeal fee council or college decisions regarding allocation amounts to the
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allocating fee council or college within one week of notification of the
allocation or denial.
** Organizations may appeal Fee Council decisions to the Student
Activity Fee Committee only after an initial appeal to the fee council.
Appeals to the Student Activity Fee Committee must deal only with policy
and procedure issues, not allocation amounts. Appeals to the Student
Activity Fee Committee must be submitted prior to the final annual
meeting of the Committee.
** Fee councils and colleges shall present their annual budget allocation
proposals to the Student Activity Fee Committee on a date determined by
the Committee. The Student Activity Fee Committee will approve the
annual budget allocations of each fee council prior to May 1 each year.
ALLOCATION FUNDING CRITERIA
** 
Certain essential services and salary/benefit obligations must be met
first. Other programs/ services which are designed to be utilized by all
will be given first consideration.
The Dean of Students shall make an
annual presentation to the Student Activity Fee Committee regarding the
Essential Services portion of the budget.
** 
Second priority in funding is given to programs that are designed
for all students.
** Third priority is given to programs of special interest groups.
** Then, in nonpriority order, budget requests will be reviewed based on
the following criteria:
● Past performance and budget management of the organizations
requesting funds.
● Programs or services with broad appeal to various constituents.
● Programs and services that serve the greatest number of students.
● Programs and services that cross organizations and encourage
cosponsorship and shared responsibilities.
● Programs and services that support the development of community
on campus and maximize the rich legacy of cultural diversity of
the institution.
● Programs and services that complement the academic mission of
the institution.
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** The Student Activity Fee Committee must withhold a minimum of 5%
of the total budget for contingency, and decide what to do with that
money.

2.5.2 Interpretation
This policy defines the makeup and role of the SAFC and the groups that represent fee
councils. The role of the media fee council is fulfilled by the CSC, whose bylaws can be found in
2.4. The governing document for the SAFC is very explicit about the role of the SAFC and its fee
councils. This role is to provide advice to the Dean of Students and the Administration on if the
appropriation, repurposing and use of fees is consistent with university policy. One such policy is
ensuring that, during the process of allotting funds, that funds are distributed in a manner that is
consistent with the outlined list of priorities. Terrestrial broadcast on WRASFM, being open to all
students through WRASAlbum 88, therefore classifies as a second priority under the allocation
funding criteria. The Agreement represents a lower funding priority than student terrestrial
broadcast on WRASFM.
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3.

Oversight and Management of Student Fees Expended in Support of
The Agreement
3.1.

Fees Expended in Support of The Agreement
3.1.1.
Transmitter
3.1.2.
Tie Line Costs
3.1.3.
Employee Time
3.2.
Fees are Being Used in the 2014/2015 Academic Year in Support of GPB and The
Agreement
3.3.
Fees Intended For the Sole Benefit of WRASAlbum 88 are Being Used to Support
The GPB Radio Agreement and the Development of a Department of
Communications Television Project

3.1 Fees Expended In Support of The Agreement
There are many instances in which the administration chose to expend student activity fees
in support of implementing The Agreement. These range from paying GSU personnel for time
directly related to supporting GPB’s broadcast on WRASFM to the purchase and installation of
new equipment. While some costs, such as power for equipment, equipment purchases, and the
station engineer’s salary, are designated as Essential Services for WRASAlbum 88, this fund was
still approved by the SAFC and the funding for essential services is drawn from students funds.
Because of this fact, regardless of if these expenses count as a part of the essential services budget,
it is within the purview of the SAFC and MFC to oversee and manage this budget and provide
counsel that these funds are being expended in accordance with BoR and University policy. If the
purpose of these funds is to be redirected in part or in whole towards support of a different group
(in this case GPB) the the Administration must seek proper oversight of these funds and in doing so
completely disclose who these expenditures will support so that proper recommendation may be
made by the oversight committees.
This section focus on only three instances of expenditures that were intended for
WRASAlbum 88, a student organization, that were then redirected to support of GPB. These are
the purchase of a new and more modern transmitter for WRASFM, engineering purchases
(including the purchase and installation of a tieline and digital line between studios), and employee
time.

3.1.1 Transmitter7
In April 2013, The Administration representatives Dr. Douglas Covey, vice president of
student affairs, and Mr. Jeff Walker, WRASAlbum 88 faculty advisor, approached the SAFC to
request funds to purchase a new transmitter to carry the WRASFM terrestrial signal8 . When
7

SAFC 12 April 2013 SAFC Meeting Minutes pages 1,56

http://deanofstudents.gsu.edu/files/2013/03/SAFCMinutes41213.pdf
8
SAFC 12 April 2013 SAFC Meeting Minutes pages 1,56

http://deanofstudents.gsu.edu/files/2013/03/SAFCMinutes41213.pdf
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approaching the SAFC with this request Dr. Covey and Mr. Walker pointed to several reasons for
the purchase request. (1) The current transmitter was installed in 1985 and needed to be replaced
due to age, (2) increased signal strength would increase access by students on campus as well as
increase availability inside buildings, such as the Georgia Dome and the GSU Arena where GSU
football and basketball games are respectively held, (3) improved market penetration into northern
GA serving to increase the exposure of the university and would as a result have promoted student
recruitment, (4) protect the terrestrial WRASFM signal against other stations encroaching on its
bandwidth.
When making this request to the SAFC the Administration representatives failed to divulge
that the Administration was well into negotiations with GPB over the use of the terrestrial
WRASFM signal. GSU and GPB had an executable draft of the contract as early as August 2013
and a first draft of this contract that contains much of what would be the final language was
available prior to the April 2013 request9 . It was discovered through Open Records Requests that in
January 2013, senior GSU administrators10 and GPB representatives11 had already began discussion
about the funding and operation of a new WRASFM transmitter. Given this information it is
reasonable to assume that GSU and GPB had full intention to enter in to this contract and in doing
so GPB would become the primary beneficiary of this new transmitter purchase. The
Administration representatives had a responsibility to disclose that this transmitter purchase, which
was estimated to total $676,000 12 , would not go to solely supporting student organizations. It is also
worth noting that the purchase of the new transmitter would provide the university with HD radio
capability was a capability crucial to execution of the agreement, a fact that was not divulged to the
SAFC and likely played a role in the timing of the request to purchase the new transmitter. The
Administration had full intention at this time of allowing GPB on 14 hours of daytime terrestrial
analog WRASFM broadcast time which encroaches on points (2), (3) and (4) as given by The
Administration. Therefore when the SAFC was tasked by the Administration with approving the
request it could not make an informed decision on the impact The Agreement would have on
students, student organizations, or the University and if this request fell within the policies laid out
by the University and the BoR. The Administration failed to provide complete information that
would have allowed the SAFC to make an informed decision and in doing so renders the decision
void.

3.1.2 Engineering Purchases
Engineering purchases made by GSU for the implementation of The Agreement included
construction of a high speed connection between WRASAlbum 88 and GPB studios. This
connection only serves to carry data for broadcast from the GPB studio to the GSU based studio
where the remote control and other broadcast hardware for the WRASFM transmitter is located. A
9

Addendum I item 6: Kerry Heyward delivering draft contract from GPB, January 2013
Addendum I item 2: EMail from Mr. Jeff Walker to Dr. Douglas Covey on concerns about the agreement and on
funding the WRASFM transmitter purchase for GPB
11
Addendum I item 1: Email exchange between Mark Becker, President of GSU and Teya Ryan, CEO of GPB
discuss bonding to fund WRASFM transmitter purchase
12
SAFC 12 April 2013 SAFC Meeting Minutes pages 1,56

http://deanofstudents.gsu.edu/files/2013/03/SAFCMinutes41213.pdf
10
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substantial part of this and auxiliary engineering purchases were paid for by GSU. It is unknown
where these funds were allocated from, though it is well within reason to expect that these were
either spent from (1) the WRASFM engineering budget, (2) the WRASFM essential services
budget, or (3) the IS&T budget13 .

3.1.3 Employee Time
During the engineering implementation over 20132014, Tom Taylor, station engineer, had
to be involved in the process of connecting the studios along with other tasks. Mr. Taylor’s time is
paid for as an essential service for the operation of WRASFM. Essential services paid for with
student activity fees are overseen by the SAFC. Spending Mr. Taylor’s time in this way represents a
redirection of student funds towards a nonstudent entity (GPB) and neither committee responsible
for overseeing student funds was informed of the existence of The Agreement or how the
requirements of its implementation would affect the expenditure of student fees.

3.2 Fees are Being Used in the 2014/2015 Academic Year in Support of GPB and The
Agreement
As has been shown in section 3.1, GSU has expended student fees in support of The
Agreement and GPB. These expenditures do not solely benefit the student body or the student
organization. In one case, the tie line, the fees were expended solely for the benefit of GPB and
students will not in any way make use of this piece of technology. Additionally, funds continue to
be spent in an unregulated way in the 2014/2015 academic year.
Student staff at WRASAlbum 88, who receive a stipend paid from WRASAlbum 88’s
operational budget, have been asked to create content for airing on GPB. There are many more
examples of student funds being redirected away from WRASAlbum 88, the intended recipient,
and expended on behalf of GPB, such as continuing to pay for operation of the tie line. All of these
expenses continue to be committed to the Agreement, yet do not solely benefit the students of
WRASAlbum 88.
Since The Agreement has been implemented, there has been a continued absence of student
representation and approval in the manner in which funds are being spent in support of GPB. The
fees paid by students are mandatory, and failure to seek the opinion of student representation
represents a failure of governance of these funds. Had the MFC and SAFC time to review complete
information about The Agreement and provide advice back to the administration as is required by
the 2012 SAFC Guidelines14 , then these issues may have been identified prior to implementation of
The Agreement.
The administration has a responsibility to share the oversight with the SAFC and MFC15
which should include disclosing all intentions of entering into public/private partnerships. In fact,
13

GSU Tech Fee Guidelines. The IS&D budget is a GSU technology fee subject to these guidelines.
http://solutions.technology.gsu.edu/studenttechnologyfee/guidelines/
14
2012 SAFC Guidelines section II bullet 4
15
BoR Business and Procedures Manual 24.3.1 Student Activity Fees paragraph 1
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Dr. Douglas Covey, vice president of student affairs, stated on 25 October 2014 in a public meeting
between GPB and WRASAlbum 88, that students were not informed because the university does
not make a practice of “discussing deals until they are a sure thing and that [The Agreement] was
not a sure thing until May [2014].” The fact that the university embarked on spending large
quantities of student funds on securing a new transmitter for GPB broadcast use, engineering
purchases, and the time of Mr. Taylor point to clear intention that The Agreement was in fact a
“sure thing” with full expectation on both sides to execute the contract prior to May 2014. Since a
first draft contract is available as early as January 2013 16 and an executable form as early as August
2013, this information should have been shared with the SAFC, the MFC and its student
representatives prior to the expenditure of any funds in support of implementation of The
Agreement. This is critical since the BoR requires that “the expenditure of these fees should be
student centered with the students being the primary participants or beneficiaries.”17 Since in at least
the specific case of engineering purchases related to the studio tie line, students are not the primary
participants or beneficiaries, this expenditure directly supports GPB and the students of
WRASAlbum 88 gain no benefit from this item. This violates BoR Business and Procedures
Manual Policy 24.3.1. Up to the time when The Agreement was implemented, all expenditures from
the WRASFM essential services and other funds supplied for the use of WRASFM have served the
students of WRASAlbum 88. Since the only purpose of this tie line is to carry the broadcast from
GPB to GSU for broadcast, this represents a clear violation of section 24.3.1 and that this
invalidates any allocation of these funds.

3.3 Fees Intended For the Sole Benefit of WRASAlbum 88 Are Being Used to
Support The GPB Radio Agreement and the Development of a Department of
Communications Television Project.
One implied stipulation of funds as was mentioned in section 2.2.2 is that funds allocated
for one student organization must be spent in support of that organization and not another. The
Agreement, by proxy, creates access to a television station under the Intergovernmental Television
Agreement which is being taken advantage of by the GSU Department of Communications. The
television agreement calls for GSU to provide and air 12 hours of content per day 7 days a week
between the hours of 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. daily. The plan is to provide content through the
creation of a new program in the Department of Communications. This would be a new initiative
separate from WRASAlbum 88/WRASFM.
While the Television and Radio agreements may be two separate contracts, GPB’s
willingness to provide access to educational experiences and services related to TV is perceived as
contingent upon the radio contract. Should the television agreement be canceled for any reason,
GSU would have no reason to continue the radio agreement as they would be extracting no further
value from turning over operations of WRASFM to an outside entity. Therefore it is understood
that funds spent on WRASFM are no longer going to solely to support WRASAlbum 88 as
16
17

Addendum I item 6: Kerry Heyward delivering draft contract from GPB, January 2013
BoR Business and Procedures Manual 24.3.1 Student Activity Fees paragraph 1
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intended for student terrestrial broadcasting. Instead, funds spent towards WRASAlbum 88, which
was not consulted about fee repurposing for The Agreement, are now being exchanged to indirectly
support the Department of Communications, whose television initiative is not overseen by the MFC
and is in no way accountable to WRASAlbum 88. It is now the case that funds allocated to
WRASAlbum 88 are being used to support a different organization.
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4.

Outcomes of Policy Violations
4.1.

Decline in Listenership
4.1.1.
FM ratings decline and shift in listening demographics
4.1.2.
Loss of access student sports programming
4.1.3.
Loss of institutional recruiting tool
4.2.
Decline in Station Influence
4.2.1.
Decline in networking opportunities for WRASAlbum 88 students
4.2.2.
Loss of job recruitment and placement tool
4.3.
Decline in Station Morale and Student Participation
4.3.1.
Loss of student engagement
4.3.2.
Reduced on campus awareness

4.1 Decline in Listenership
4.1.1 FM ratings Decline
Since The Agreement was implemented WRASFM has seen a decline in listenership both
numerically and in share as can be seen in the month to month ratings numbers. GPB’s new
programming has plateaued in recent months at a level lower than terrestrial student operation and
shows no signs of recovering 18 . The students of WRASAlbum 88 who operate WRASFM have
shown an ability to maintain and grow a devoted listenership. The College Media Journal (CMJ)
listed WRASAlbum 88 as a top tier, tier 6, station up until The Agreement went into effect. These
stations are rated by influence, which is heavily informed by listenership and terrestrial reach. This
put WRASAlbum 88 in a unique place among college stations. Since GPB took the airwaves in
June 2014 this ranking has dropped from tier 6 to tier 3, indicating a major reduction in both
listenership and reach.
The material being broadcast by GPB has little relevance to GSU students as data collected
in July 2014 shows. This data shows an unprecedented demographic shift away from the traditional
age ranges of college students (1834) towards an older demographic19 . In July 2014 after The
Agreement went into effect, audience listenership for 4554 year olds skyrocketed to 66.3%, while
between February 2014 through June 2014 it averaged between 1025%. Additionally, listenership
dropped among the five separate groups that most represent college and or prospective college
students, ages between 644. The weekly cumulative listenership also dropped in July to 47,100,
versus an average of 67,800 and has continued to struggle since.
The GSU student body gains little benefit for tuning in during the daytime hours, hours that
students are traditionally on campus, any longer. When student operated WRASAlbum 88,
provides information about student organizations, sports, campus services, and upcoming events
for students; GPB carries none of this information during their broadcast hours. Because GPB’s
content primarily servers an older demographic, is not relevant to GSU students, and is easily found

18
19

Addendum I item 4: Arbitron ratings January 2015
Addendum I item 3: Indepth WRAS Nielsen ratings July 2014
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elsewhere, WRASFM operation under GPB does not uniquely serve the university or the student
population.

4.1.2 Loss of student access to student sports programming
Up until the implementation of The Agreement WRASAlbum 88 allowed the athletics
department of GSU access to its studio and signal to broadcast GSU sporting events including
baseball, men’s and women’s basketball, and in recent years, GSU’s football games. In the terms of
The Agreement GPB will only allow a small number of home football games to be aired on
WRASFM and is airing no other sports on the terrestrial WRASFM signal. This means that the
men’s and women’s basketball teams along with the men’s baseball team are no longer provided
access to the WRASFM terrestrial signal to air their games and reach their student and alumni fans.
This removes the ability for students interested in following those sports from being able to follow
them without access to burdensomely expensive HD radio hardware. The SAFC was not provided
with information concerning the dramatic loss in access to sports programming, should The
Agreement have come into effect, due to marginal level of market penetration of HD radio capable
devices. This has dramatically reduced the value of GSU’s sporting departments and harms the
ability of the University to continue to grow the newly created football team. The Administration
had cited increased access to and availability of sports programming as reasoning for the purchase
of the new transmitter, as discussed in 3.1.1, with full knowledge that The Agreement would
dramatically reduce access for students, their family, friends and GSU fans to interact with the
school and it’s sports teams.

4.1.3 Loss of institutional recruiting tool
The decline in listenership especially affects age groups critical to college recruitment. As
was shown in 4.1.1 listenership in age brackets most likely to contain college students is now
severely underrepresented. Beyond this decline in local listenership, the decline in overall relevance
in the college radio market diminishes the draw of GSU to students throughout the country and the
world interested in participating in college radio. WRASAlbum 88 has brought students of diverse
majors from and backgrounds to GSU to become a part of the most widelybroadcast and
influential student operated station in the United States. Unlike the GPB television agreement,
which serves only a specific subset of students in the communication department, participation in
WRASAlbum 88 is open to any student who attends training and legal sessions.

4.2 Decline in Station Influence
4.2.1 Decline in networking opportunities for WRASAlbum 88 students
The influential status of the station as a CMJ tier 6 station brought the attention of
promoters, musicians, local venues, companies and record labels from around the world. The
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access to these organizations gave students who took part in WRASAlbum 88 a wide range of
access to opportunities that would not be traditionally available to other students.
The loss of the influential tier 6 status has meant an almost immediate decline in interest
from many musicoriented businesses in working with students. The relationships, fostered over a
44 year history, are diminishing, as reported by student representatives who attended CMJ in New
York and the music department, which represents the station to the media and public on at least a
weekly basis. The students at WRASAlbum 88 now are seeing a reduction in opportunities
available to them.
While GPB and GSU have promised increased internship opportunities for students, it was
clear at a meeting on 25 October 2014, a full 4 months after GPB came on air, that GPB had no
plans in place for creating these internships and was unable to define the nature of any internships
that would be created. During the same meeting, GPB did not provide any indication that they had
any intention of creating said positions, or had begun the work of evaluating what internships
would be available to students. Instead senior GPB representatives placed the onus of defining and
creating these internships on the student representation of WRASAlbum 88. Additionally, as has
been stated by students, the opportunities available at GPB do not parallel those available through
WRASAlbum 88 and do not generate the same level of student interest.
The reduction in reach since GPB began broadcasting in May 2014, especially reach and
listenership especially to age brackets traditionally containing college students, has resulted in the
loss of a cultural institution for the University, the on and offcampus student populations, and
alumni community throughout Atlanta. All of this has lead to the loss of a major outreach platform
for student musicians to reach a wider audience along with a reduced ability for GSU to interface
with the rest of Georgia and the rest of the world.

4.2.2 Loss of job recruitment and placement tool
The decision to enter into and implement this agreement without student input has meant
the loss of a powerful tool for student networking and post graduation job placement.
WRASAlbum 88 has a long tradition of its students moving on to companies like Turner
Broadcasting or National Public Radio. It could take years, or even decades to rebuild
WRASAlbum 88’s visibility and recreate the types of practical student experiences that the
operation of an influential terrestrial radio voice provides. These types of experiences are highly
valued among media entities, distinguishing for WRASAlbum 88 staff, and are the gateway to
many mediaoriented opportunities for students.
Recent alumni who benefitted from the terrestrial signal include Fray DeVore, Album 88
Music Director from 20112013, who was noticed on the radio after mentioning his art experience
at GSU during his final graduation shift. Fray was offered a fulltime position by a listener as a
graphic designer for Safe Systems, Inc. in Alpharetta. Matt Maher, a DJ and specialty show host at
the station since 2009, was noticed for his distinct voice, humor, and presentation by a Cartoon
Network employee during afternoon drive time. Since then, Matt has gone on to voice several
commercials on the channel. News directors John Asante and Becky Paris graduated from
WRASAlbum 88 in 2009 and 2010, respectively, and have gone on to have successful careers at
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NPR. Many other students have moved on from WRASAlbum 88 to positions at national and local
media organizations.

4.3 Decline in Station Morale
4.3.1 Loss of student engagement
The Agreement has caused a large drop in morale and the engagement of students
continuing to work at WRASAlbum 88. The large loss in caller feedback and community support
caused by the sharp decline in listenership to the station has caused fewer students to be willing to
participate. One group of students that has been hit particularly hard by this change is the students
that operate the station’s music department. Frequently these students put in long hours curating the
station’s Regular Rotation content (which consisted of the majority of the station’s sound and is
now relegated to a limited number of overnight hours and 78pm on weekdays). This process is
driven by caller feedback and the students that perform fill the music director roles are having more
and more difficulty reaching meaningful numbers of callers. While the station recently reached
76,300 listeners prior to the agreement20 , the stream students are delegated to during the day limits
them to 250 concurrent listeners. This has significantly limited the input that the music department
relies from.
The investment by the SAFC and MFC in the continued operation of WRASAlbum 88 is to
create an place that students can create a community while participating in an active and operating
experimental media lab. The decline in listenership and the subsequent decline in student
engagement means that continued investment has reduced impact.

4.3.2 Reduced campus awareness
WRASAlbum 88 serves many students both on and off of campus in providing information
about student organizations, events on campus, and sports. The Agreement, by removing
WRASAlbum 88’s daytime hours on the terrestrial WRASFM signal, has largely stripped this
service away from the students. This has had the effect of reducing the number the number of
students that complete the WRASAlbum 88 application process. Additionally, many students
around campus have simply assumed that the deal has meant that WRASAlbum 88 is no longer
present on campus and was “shut down.” Although that is not the case, it continues to deter
potential student involvement.
The Agreement has severely impacted the station’s ability and mission to serve the campus
community as it no longer has a reliable accessible interface (terrestrial FM broadcast) with the
student body. Furthermore, GPB’s broadcasts on WRASFM actively advertise underwriting from
competing universities, which diminishes the fact that the station is affiliated with GSU and leads to
the student assumption that WRASFM is no longer student operated at any time. The
Administration’s argument that online radio is a suitable replacement shows a lack of understanding

20

Addendum I item 5: Arbitron ratings September 2014
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of media markets, as FM markets are local and consist of about 4050 competing stations, while
millions of competitors can exist among internet radio stations.
Had The Administration approached either the CSC or the student management of
WRASAlbum 88, it could have been informed of these outcomes and taken actions to prevent
them. Rather than seek the advice and counsel of students as is required by BoR and institutional
policy, The Administration instead chose to act unilaterally and ignore student input on this topic.
In doing so, The Administration has caused significant damage to the unique educational mission
and daytoday operation of WRASAlbum 88, which GSU students have proudly operated for 44
years.
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5.

Request for Redress
5.1.
5.2.

Grounds for Redress
Terms of Redress

5.1 Grounds for Redress
The multiple cited and welldocumented violations, described in sections 1 through 3, and
the damages, cited in section 4, caused by these violations of policy represent significant
institutional mismanagement of the University and its assets by GSU administrators. The actions
taken by The Administration of GSU have harmed and devalued GSU student organizations and
sports teams. Continued operation of The Agreement perpetuates a regulatory liability on student
mandatory fees collected in the future should GPB, a nonstudent entity not subject to any student
oversight, incur any FCC regulatory fines. It is for these reasons that we the the student staff and
management of WRASAlbum 88 request that the Georgia Board of Regents as custodian of the
University System of Georgia provide immediate redress as outlined in this section.

5.2 Terms of Redress
The appealing party is seeking redress in the following ways:
1. Due to the Administration’s intentional omission of their intent to repurpose student
mandatory fees to support The Agreement and GPB when presenting the WRASFM
transmitter funding to fee councils, full use of the WRASFM transmitter and the WRASFM
terrestrial signal must be returned to its intended use at the time of the proposal (April 2013)
to broadcast GSU student and sportsoriented programming.
2. The (1) improperly authorized repurposing of mandatory student activity fees intended for
WRASAlbum 88 for the operation of the terrestrial WRASFM signal to instead support the
activities of GPB and the Department of Communication’s television program and (2) the
repurposing of WRASFM from an asset primarily serving students to an asset benefitting
GPB during 58.33% of its airtime (as executed by The Agreement) must be remedied by
executing the exit clause of The Agreement. Any attempt to reconcile, as allowed for by
The Agreement, between GSU and GPB must (1) include representation from
WRASAlbum 88 as a primary negotiating party independent from The Administration, (2)
the terms of reconciliation must be approved both the MFC and Student Government
Association and (3) any funds committed or repurposed to any proposed reconciliation
must be approved by the SAFC and the administration must agree to abide by the
recommendation of the SAFC in this case.
3. The administration must in good faith enter into mediated negotiations with the student staff
and management of WRASAlbum 88 and their representatives concerning the creation of a
binding operating agreement or charter for the organization to govern future operations and
interactions between the University and WRASAlbum 88.
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4. The administration should enter in to a comprehensive independent outside review of the
processes in place at GSU for the oversight of mandatory student fees. Upon completion of
this review, and in partnership with student representation of the SGA, SAFC, MFC and
other fee councils, The Administration will update policy to insure proper and consistent
oversight of student mandatory fees.
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Addendum I: Additional Documentation
1. Email exchange between Mark Becker, President of GSU and Teya Ryan, CEO of GPB
discussing bonding to fund WRASFM transmitter purchase, January 2013
2. EMail from Mr. Jeff Walker to Dr. Douglas Covey on concerns about the agreement and
on funding the WRASFM transmitter purchase for GPB, January 2013
3. Indepth WRAS Nielsen ratings July 2014
4. Arbitron cume ratings January 2015
5. Arbitron cume ratings September 2014
6. Kerry Heyward delivering draft contract from GPB, January 2013
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